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Abstract
Today Power generation from Renewable energy sources like hydro, solar, wind etc. are predominant. In this work hydro, solar and wind energy sources are used for power generation in isolated mode. Two systems are developed Wind-hydro hybrid system and solar hydro hybrid system which are not connected to grid. Squirrel Cage Induction Generator’s (SCIG) are used for variable wind power generation and constant hydro power generation. Two back-to-back converters are used in system one on source side and other on load side and in between both converters a battery energy storage system (BESS) is connected which helps for load leveling. A proposed control algorithm for wind side converter is to supply requisite magnetizing current to wind generator and to achieve maximum power tracking (MPT) and for load side converter is to control load voltage and frequency. Perturb and observe method is used for maximum power point tracking (MPPT) in solar generation system. The zigzag transformer is connected near to load to connect its neutral terminal to neutral terminal of load and for filtering zero-sequence components of the load currents. System is modeled in MATLAB by using Sim power system block set. The performance of proposed systems are observed for balanced and unbalance load to observe its capability of voltage and frequency control, load balancing and MPT.

Index Terms: Battery energy storage system (BESS), maximum power tracking (MPT), squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG), Maximum power point tracking (MPPT)

I. INTRODUCTION

In worldwide now a days renewable energy sources are center point for energy production. This is because of increasing prices of fossil fuels. Solar, wind, small hydro and geothermal are natural and easily available sources and inexhaustible in nature. The ability of isolated system using natural energy sources depends on control and stimulation measures. No money is required for using these sources. Another benefit of using renewable energy sources is increasing security of energy supply and no use of fossil fuel means no pollution.

One drawback of using renewable energy sources is they are not continuously available. To overcome the problem of uncertainty sources can combined to get hybrid generation system. Also energy storage systems are used for continuity of supply [1][2]. In some cases Storage is combined with standing reserve from conventional generation to maintain power balance [3].Stored power is used when generation is less than load and power is stored in storage device when generation is greater than load. Wind and hydro have ability to complement each other [4]. In wind and microhydro generation use of squirrel cage induction generation is explained in [6]-[20], [25].
Solar generation system is combination of PV array and dc-dc converter with MPPT control, PV array consists of modules in which cells are connected. Use of perturb and observe method for MPPT is given in [22]. Combination of PV and Hydro is given in [30],[31].

In hydro power plant power is generated from the movement of water i.e. kinetic energy of waterfall is converted in electrical energy. For flow of water it is stored at height called head. Due to pressure of water flow on turbine blades it rotates shaft. The rotating movement transferred through a shaft to an electric generator which converts mechanical energy of motion of shaft to electrical energy. Power in water depends on vertical distance [i.e., head] and amount of water flow in unit time [i.e., discharge]. SCIG is used in power generation as it is low cost, simple, maintenance free, absence of dc brushless etc.[6],[8]. When SCIG is used for power generation reactive power is supplied by capacitor bank connected to its stator terminals.

Wind turbine generators are of two types constant or fixed speed machines and variable speed machines. Constant speed machines rotate at constant speed what may be wind speed. For changing wind speeds efficiency is less for fixed speed wind turbine. In variable speed wind turbine machine rotational speed varies in accordance with wind speed. This variable wind turbine has advantages like increased efficiency, reduced mechanical stress, improved power quality and dynamically compensate for torque and power pulsation. The grid connected variable wind speed power generation system based on SCIG use back-to-back connected power converters. In such case power converter decouples the SCIG from the grid resulting in improved reliability.

The system applied in this work is three-phase four wire isolated (autonomous) wind hydro hybrid system. System is not connected to grid as isolated so it can be applied to place where wind and hydro source exists at a time. E.g. Andaman and Nicobar group of islands [26]. In this system two squirrel cage induction generators are used one is used for variable speed wind turbine denoted as SCIG<sub>w</sub> and another is for constant speed/power hydro turbine denoted as SCIG<sub>h</sub>. Suffix w is used for wind turbine and suffix h is used for hydro turbine.

Schematic diagram of wind-hydro hybrid system is shown in fig. 1. Schematic diagram of solar-hydro system is same only wind generation is replaced by solar generation. Two converters are connected back- to- back. Both are pulse width modulation controlled [PWM] insulated-gate-bipolar-transistors [IGBT]. First converter is connected to stator terminals of SCIG<sub>w</sub> called as machine side converter and second is connected to stator terminals of SCIG<sub>h</sub> that is hydro machine called load side converter as load is connected near this converter. Power flow is bidirectional in system due to back-to-back converter connection.

For the function of load leveling that is when wind is less or load is variable battery energy storage system [BESS] is used. BESS is connected in between two converters we can call it as dc bus and due to such connection no additional converter is require for battery connection. BESS also keeps dc bus voltage constant during variable loads. Inductor is connected in series with battery to filter ripple in battery current.

The zig-zag transformer is connected near to load. The neutral point of transformer is connected to neutral point of load. This transformer has three single phase windings with 1:1 turns ratio. It is connected parallel to load for filtering zero-sequence components of load current and also its winding trap triplen harmonics (third, ninth, fifteenth, etc).

This hybrid system works on new control concept which make system to work at maximum power tracking (MPT), control of voltage and frequency , harmonic elimination, load leveling and load balancing. The function of machine side converter is to supply requisite magnetizing current to SCIG<sub>w</sub> and to get MPT. Another converter called as load side converter basically in grid connected system this is called as grid side converter. Actual function of this converter is to keep dc-link voltage constant. But in this system BESS is doing work of maintaining dc-link voltage constant. So work of load side converter is different in this system. It supplies reactive power to the load. ForSCIG<sub>h</sub> reactive power is given by capacitor bank connected to its stator terminals. Load side converter also balance active power in system by transferring excess power to battery when load is less than power generated and by receiving deficit power from battery when load is greater than power generated.

For load side converter indirect current control is used. Control signals for switching this
converter are generated from error of reference and actual stator currents of hydro generator. Load current and load side converter current is not used thus reducing number of current sensors. As load side current is not used and hydro generator current is used. This control also helps to balance and sinusoidal the SCIG currents at nominal frequency. Zig-zag transformer and load side converter does the compensation of unbalance and harmonics in load current.

Remaining paper sequence is as follows. In section II principle of operation and converter control of hybrid system is given. In section III selection of component ratings is given. Section IV Solar system is explained. In section V MATLAB diagram of two systems are explained. VI Results are discussed VII Conclusion

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of wind hydro hybrid system

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION AND CONVERTER CONTROL OF HYBRID SYSTEM

A Principle of Operation

Two converters are connected back-to-back in system. These are PWM controlled IGBT based voltage source converters. One is machine side converter and other is load side converter. The use of machine side converter is to provide requisite magnetizing current to wind generator and use of load side converter is for VFC i.e. voltage and frequency control at load terminals by maintaining active and reactive power balance [1].

![Fig. 2. Coefficient of performance (C_p) versus tip speed ratio (λ) for wind turbine.](image)

Wind generator is operated at optimal tip-speed ratio as in fig.2 to achieve MPT. The tip speed ratio is ratio of tip speed of blade to the actual wind speed.

\[ \lambda = \frac{\text{TIP speed of blade}}{\text{wind speed}} \]

Optimal tip speed ratio is ratio at which maximum power is extract from wind. That means mechanical power generated at this speed lies on the maximum power line of the turbine, as in fig.3.

Machine side converter controller operating principle is based on decoupled control of d-axes and q-axes stator currents of wind generator. The d-axis is along with rotor flux axes as in fig.4. The reference reactive component or d-axes stator current of wind generator is calculated from required magnetizing flux of wind generator. The reference value of q-axes or active component of wind generator stator current is calculated from error between the desired speed and actual rotor speed of wind generator.

Rotor speed set point changes with change in wind speed. The difference between actual rotor
speed and reference rotor speed is calculated. This difference is given as input to controller of machine side converter. This controller is called as speed controller.

The reference value of q-axes stator current of wind generator is calculated as output of speed controller. Reference d-q stator currents of wind generator are converted to three phase currents \( I_{swa}^*, I_{swb}^* \) and \( I_{swc}^* \) called as reference three phase stator currents of wind generator. These three phase reference currents are compared with actual value of three phase stator currents of wind generator. This calculated difference of current are used to generate control signals for machine side converter.

Fig.3. Mechanical power output of wind turbine versus SCIG \( \omega \) speed for different wind speed

Fig.4. Phasor diagram of rotor flux oriented control of SCIG.

To achieve optimum torque for MPT and to give required magnetizing current to wind generator are the control aims of machine side converter. Fig.5. shows technique applied for machine side converter [1].

Fig.5. Control scheme of machine-side converter

i) Speed control loop for reference q-axis wind generator stator current generation and for MPT.

In this algorithm wind speed value is given as input and rotor position \( \theta_{rw} \) value is taken from wind generator. Using wind speed \( V_{an} \), gear ratio \( \eta_{\omega} \), turbine radius \( r_{\omega} \) and rotor speed the tip speed ratio is calculated from given equation,

\[
\lambda_{\omega} = \frac{\omega_{\omega} r_{\omega}}{\eta_{\omega} V_{\omega}} \quad (1)
\]

The wind generator should be operated at optimum tip speed ratio (\( \lambda^*_{\omega} \)) for MPT in wind-turbine generation system as in fig 5. By using equation (1) reference rotor speed (\( \omega^*_{\omega} \)) is calculated as,

\[
\omega^*_{\omega} = \frac{\lambda^*_{\omega} V_{\omega} \eta_{\omega}}{r_{\omega}} \quad (2)
\]

The actual rotor speed \( \omega_{r\omega} \) is compared with this calculated reference rotor speed and rotor speed error (\( \omega_{roerr} \)) is calculated at nth sampling instant as follows,

\[
\omega_{roerr}(n) = \omega^*_{r\omega(n)} - \omega_{r\omega(n)} \quad (3)
\]

This calculated error of rotor speed is given as input to the speed proportional integral (PI). PI is used in this controller because it continuously calculates an error values as difference between a desired set point and measured process variable and it is required to get solve equation (3) and equation (4) as value of error is calculated at nth sampling instant. Error signal goes into the PI controller where it gets multiplied by proportional and integral constants. At output of speed PI controller reference q-axis wind generator stator current (\( I_{q\omega}^* \)) is obtain at nth
sampling instant with proportional gain $K_p$ and integral gain $K_i$. PI controller is called as speed PI as it works on speed error in this control.

$$I_{qso}(n) = I_{qsw}(n-1) + K_p\omega_r - \omega_r(n-1) + K_i\omega_r(n-1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

ii) Reference d-axis stator current generation for wind generator

Rotor flux set point ($\phi^{*}\text{drw}$) is used to find the reference d-axis wind generator stator current ($I_{ds}\text{*}$) at nth sampling is given as,

$$I_{ds}(n) = \frac{\phi^{*}\text{drw}}{L_{m}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where $L_{m}$ is magnetizing inductance of SCIG.

PWM Signal Generation for Machine Side Converter

Transformation angle $\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}}$ is generated as shown in fig.4. This $\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}}$ is used for generation of three phase reference wind generator stator currents ($I_{saw}, I_{sbw}$ and $I_{scw}$) using following equation,

$$\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}} = \theta_{\text{slipomega}} + \left(\frac{P_o}{2}\right)\theta_{\text{rwa}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where $\theta_{\text{slipomega}}$ is slip angle generated by taking integration of slip frequency $\omega_{\text{slipomega}}(n)$,

$$\omega_{\text{slipomega}}(n) = \int \omega_{\text{slipomega}}(n) \, dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

At nth sampling instant we gate value of $\omega_{\text{slipomega}}$ which is calculated as,

$$\omega_{\text{slipomega}}(n) = \left(\frac{R_{\text{rwa}}I_{qsw}(n)}{L_{\text{rwa}}I_{ds}(n)}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Where,

$R_{\text{rwa}}$ is the rotor self-inductance of wind generator.

$R_{\text{rwa}}$ is the rotor resistance of wind generator.

As explained above transformation angle $\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}}$ is used for d-q to abc transformation. Where wind generators d-q components of stator current ($I_{ds}$, and $I_{qsw}$) are converted to three phase reference wind generator stator currents ($I_{saw}, I_{sbw}, I_{scw}$) as in equations,

$$i_{saw}^{*} = I_{ds}^* \sin(\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}}) + I_{qsw}^* \cos(\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$i_{sbw}^{*} = I_{ds}^* \sin(\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}} - \frac{2\pi}{3}) + I_{qsw}^* \cos(\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}} - \frac{2\pi}{3})$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$i_{scw}^{*} = I_{ds}^* \sin(\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}} + \frac{2\pi}{3}) + I_{qsw}^* \cos(\theta_{\text{rotorfluxw}} + \frac{2\pi}{3})$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Actual stator currents $I_{saw}, I_{sbw}$ and $I_{scw}$ of wind generator are compared with three phase reference currents ($I_{saw}^{*}, I_{sbw}^{*}, I_{scw}^{*}$) to find wind generator stator current errors. These error currents are amplified with gain (k=5) and compared with 10kHz fixed frequency triangular carrier wave having unity amplitude. As a result gating signals for machine side converter are generated. 50microseconds sampling time is taken for controller, as this time is sufficient for completion of calculation in typical DSP controller.

C) Control of Load Side Converter

To maintain load voltage and frequency constant at load terminal irrespective of connected load is objective of load side converter. For this the power balance in system is must. The power balance in system is done by transferring excess power to battery in case of load requirement is less than generated power and transferring power from battery to load when load requirement is greater than power generated in system. To keep load voltage constant the required reactive power for load is supplied by load side converter. The control signals for switching of the load-side converter are generated from the error of the reference and the actual stator currents of SCIGh. The control algorithm for load side converter control is shown in fig.6.

i) Reference Three Phase Current Generation for Hydro Generator.

The reference voltages $V_{an}^*, V_{bn}^*$ and $V_{cn}^*$ are calculated at time t for load voltage control as,

$$V_{an}^* = \sqrt{2}V_l \sin(2\pi ft)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$V_{bn}^* = \sqrt{2}V_l \sin(2\pi ft - 120')$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$V_{cn}^* = \sqrt{2}V_l \sin(2\pi ft + 120')$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)
Where,
\( f = \) nominal frequency as 50Hz,
\( \mathcal{V}_e = \) rms phase-to-neutral load voltage consider as 240volts.

Fig.6. Control scheme of load-side converter

Actual load three phase voltages \( \mathcal{V}_{an}, \mathcal{V}_{bn}, \mathcal{V}_{cn} \) are sensed and compared with above calculated reference three phase voltages to get error voltages \( \mathcal{V}_{anerr}, \mathcal{V}_{bnerr}, \mathcal{V}_{cnerr} \) at nth sampling instant as in below equations,

\[
\mathcal{V}_{anerr(n)} = \{ V^*_a(n) - V_a(n) \} \tag{15}
\]

\[
\mathcal{V}_{bnerr(n)} = \{ V^*_b(n) - V_b(n) \} \tag{16}
\]

\[
\mathcal{V}_{cnerr(n)} = \{ V^*_c(n) - V_c(n) \} \tag{17}
\]

These voltage error signals are given as input to PI voltage controller with proportional gain \( K_p \) and integral gain \( K_i \) to get reference three phase currents of hydro generator as,

\[
i^*_sha(n) = i_{sha(n-1)} + K_p(\mathcal{V}_{anerr(n)} - \mathcal{V}_{anerr(n-1)}) + K_i \mathcal{V}_{anerr(n)} \tag{18}
\]

\[
i^*_shb(n) = i_{shb(n-1)} + K_p(\mathcal{V}_{bnerr(n)} - \mathcal{V}_{bnerr(n-1)}) + K_i \mathcal{V}_{bnerr(n)} \tag{19}
\]

\[
i^*_shc(n) = i_{shc(n-1)} + K_p(\mathcal{V}_{cnerr(n)} - \mathcal{V}_{cnerr(n-1)}) + K_i \mathcal{V}_{cnerr(n)} \tag{20}
\]

Actual hydro generator stator currents \( (i_{sha}, i_{shb}, i_{shc}) \) are compared with reference three phase hydro generator stator currents \( (i^*_sha, i^*_shb, i^*_shc) \) to find hydro generator error currents.

\[
i_{shaerr} = i^*_sha - i_{sha} \tag{21}
\]

\[
i_{shberr} = i^*_shb - i_{shb} \tag{22}
\]

\[
i_{shcerr} = i^*_shc - i_{shc} \tag{23}
\]

These current errors are amplified with gain \( k=5 \) and compared with 10kHz fixed frequency triangular carrier wave having unity amplitude. As a result gating signals for load side converter are generated. 50microseconds sampling time is taken for controller, as this time is sufficient for completion of calculation in typical DSP controller.

III. COMPONENT RATINGS

A) Selection of Wind Turbine and Gear Ratio

While designing Rating of wind turbine is taken as 55 kW at wind speed of 11.2m/s, which is considered as rated wind speed. Below rated wind speed, the mechanical power \( P_m \) capture by the turbine is function of wind speed \( V \), coefficient of performance \( C_p \), radius of turbine \( r \) and density of air \( \rho \) as in below equation,

\[
P_m = 0.5 C_p \pi r^2 \rho V^3 \tag{24}
\]

Fig.2. shows relation between tip speed ratio and coefficient of performance for typical wind turbine. At optimum tip speed ratio \( (\lambda^* \omega) \) we get maximum coefficient of performance \( (C_{p_{max}}) \). The values of \( (\lambda^* \omega) \) and \( (C_{p_{max}}) \) are find from fig.2 and these are 5.66 and 0.4411 respectively. Let convert equation (5.32) for value of wind turbine radius and substituting values of \( C_{p_{max}} = 0.4411 \), \( \lambda^* \omega = 5.66 \), \( V = 11.2 \)m/s, Air density \( \rho = 1.1544 \)kg/m2 we get \( r \) as below,

\[
r = \sqrt{\frac{55000}{(0.5*0.4411*1.1544*\pi(11.2^3))}} \approx 7.5 \text{ m (25)}
\]

The gear ratio is calculated by using equation,

\[
\eta = \frac{\omega_{rot} r_{rot}}{\lambda \omega V_{rot}} \tag{26}
\]

Where at 11.2m/s wind speed, generator rotor speed is consider as 100rad/second and substituting radius of wind turbine =7.5m, tip speed ratio =5.66 so we get value of gear ratio = 12 as in below,

\[
\eta = \frac{100*7.5}{5.66*11.2} \approx 11.811 \cong 12 \text{ (selected)}
\]

From equation (27) \( C_p \) is the function of tip speed ratio \( \lambda \) and blade-pitch angle \( \beta \) [27] as
\[ C_p(\lambda, \beta) = 0.73 \left( \frac{151}{\lambda_i} - 0.002 \beta \right) - 13.2 e^{-\frac{(18.4/\lambda_i)}{}} \] (27)

Where
\[ \frac{1}{\lambda_i} = \frac{1}{(\lambda + 0.08 \beta)} - 0.035 \frac{\beta^3 + 1}{\beta^3 + 1} \] (28)

To stimulate wind turbine equations (24) to (28) are used.

The Blade-pitch control is used in real turbine for wind speed above rated wind speed. In case of above rated wind speed turbine blades are pitched slightly out of wind to limit power and when wind speed decreases blades are turned back in to the wind.

B) Battery Design and Voltage Selection for DC Link

For satisfactory PWM control, dc-bus voltage must be more than the peak of the line voltage [29],
\[ V_{dc} > \left( 2 \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} V_{ac} \right) m_a \] (29)

Where,
\[ m_a = \text{modulation index, normally consider 1 with maximum value} \]
\[ V_{ac} = \text{the rms value of line voltage on ac side of the PWM converter} \]

DC-link is connected between two converters de sides and on other sides of two converters are ac sides. From both sides there is a constraint on dc-link by ac-voltages of both converters. Maximum rms value of line voltages at load terminal and wind generator terminal is 415v.Consider above equation (29) and substituting value 415v in it, we get \( V_{dc} = 677.7 \), but value of \( V_{dc} \) is greater than this so considering \( V_{dc} = 700v \).

IV. SOLAR SYSTEM

PV panel consist of series and parallel combination of PV modules. The PV array configured by 36 parallel connected PV strings and 5 modules connected in series per string. Number of cells per module is 96. PV panel generation is taken for 1000w/m² irradiation. Module type used for solar generation is SPR-305-WHT.

V. MATLAB DIAGRAM OF TWO SYSTEMS

Schematic diagram shown in fig.1. is developed in MATLAB using Simulink and Sim Power System set toolboxes. MATLAB diagram of wind-hydro hybrid system is shown in Fig.7. And MATLAB diagram of solar-hydro hydrid system is shown in fig.8.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Results for Wind-Hydro hybrid system

Wind-hydro hybrid system performance is observed for parameters such as waveforms of the SCIGw stator current (\( i_{sw} \)), SCIGh stator current (\( i_{sh} \)), load-side converter current (\( i_c \)), three-phase load voltage (\( v_L \)), three-phase load current (\( i_L \)), single-phase load currents (\( i_{la}, i_{lb}, \) and \( i_{lc} \)), zigzag transformer currents (\( i_{ta}, i_{tb}, i_{tc} \), and \( i_{tn} \)) load frequency (\( f_L \)), rms value of phase load voltage (\( V_L \)), SCIGw stator frequency (\( f_w \)), battery current (\( i_b \)), battery voltage (\( V_{dc} \)), SCIGw stator power (\( P_{sw} \)), SCIGh stator power (\( P_{sh} \)), load power (\( P_L \)), battery power (\( P_B \)), coefficient of power (\( C_p \)), SCIGw rotor speed (\( \omega_{rw} \)), and wind velocity (\( V_o \)).
Fig. 7. MATLAB simulation diagram of wind-hydro hybrid system.

Fig. 8. MATLAB simulation diagram of Solar-hydro hybrid system.

a). Performance of Wind–Hydro Hybrid System with Balanced Linear Load

In this case simulation results of wind hydro hybrid system with balance linear load at wind speed ($V_w$) of 11 m/s are shown. Waveforms of corresponding quantities are shown in Fig. 9. In this case rotor speed set point ($\omega_{rw}$) is at 99.6 rad/sec it is calculated by using equation (2). Stator frequency ($f_w$) is 47.08 Hz. This frequency theoretically calculated by using equation, $f=(N*P/120)$. Where N is speed calculated using $N=((2*\pi*N)/60)$ and $\omega=((2*\pi*N)/60)$. Mechanical
power ($P_w$) corresponding to maximum coefficient of performance at this speed is 52kW. The output power generated by SCIG ($P_h$) is 33.3kW. The total power generated is (52+33.3) kW=85.3kW. Load connected to system is three single phase loads each of (20kW and 10kvar) per phase. The active load connected per phase is 20kW, so total active load = (20+20+20)=60kW. The power generated by system is 85.3kW which is greater than load connected to system of 60kW so extra power is stored in battery ($P_b$) to maintain frequency of load voltage constant. Reactive power requirement of load is supplied by load side converter to maintain the load voltage magnitude constant. So in this condition load voltage magnitude ($i_{sw}$) and ($i_{sh}$) and frequency ($f_L$) both are maintained constant. Load current ($i_L$) is balanced. From result waveforms it is observed wind and hydro generator stator currents ($i_{sw}$) and ($i_{sh}$) are stable, also load side converter current $i_C$ is balanced. The $C_p$ is 0.422. The rms value of phase load voltage $V_L$ is 240 volts. Battery voltage Vdc is 700V and battery current shown by ($I_b$). Power generated by both generators which is 85.3kW out of which 60 kW is consumed by load which is shown by graph $P_L$. Remaining amount of power (85.3-60=25.3kW) is transferred to battery shown in graph $P_b$ equal to 25.3kW.

b). Performance of Wind–Hydro Hybrid System with Unbalanced Linear Load

In second case simulation results of wind hydro hybrid system with unbalance linear load at wind speed ($V_w$) of 8m/s are shown. Fig.10. shows waveforms of corresponding quantities. In this case rotor speed set point ($\omega_{rw}$) of wind generator is at 72.45rad/sec and stator frequency ($f_w$) is 34.17Hz. Mechanical power ($P_w$) corresponding to maximum coefficient of performance at this speed is 20kw. The output power generated by SCIG ($P_h$) is 33.3kW. The total power generated is (20+33.3) kW=53.3kW. Load connected to system is three single phase loads each of (30kW) per phase. So the total active load is of 90kW. The system is started with electrical balance load of 30kW per phase which is connected between each phase and neutral terminal In this case power generated by system is 53.3kW which is less in amount than total load connected to the system ($P_L$) of 90kW so battery supplies deficit power.

At 3.2s, 30kW load from phase “a” is disconnected to create unbalance in system. Now the load on system reduced from 90 to 60 kW and amount of power supplied by battery ($P_b$) is decreased to maintain load frequency constant. At 3.5s, again load on system is reduced from 60 to 30 kW ie load in phase “b” is disconnected which is of 30kW. At this stage load on system is 30kW only in phase “c” which is less than power generated of 53.3kW, so to maintain frequency of load voltage constant battery absorbs extra power. Reactive power requirement of load is supplied by load side converter to maintain frequency and magnitude of load voltage constant. When linear load is balance the current in zig-zag windings are zero. But during unbalance linear load condition
current in zig-zag windings are nonzero shown by waveforms of \((i_{ta}, i_{tb}, i_{tc}, \text{ and } i_{tn})\). After currents in all the three zig-zag windings are same, indicating that zero sequence currents are flowing through these windings. Load currents are shown by waveforms of \((i_{la}, i_{lb}, \text{ and } i_{lc})\). Current in phase “a” is shown by \((i_{la})\) this current is zero after 3.2secs as load in this phase is disconnected at 3.2sec. load in phase “b” is disconnected at 3.5sec after this load current is zero in this phase. Load current in phase “c” is shown by \(i_{lc}\) which is continuous. Battery voltage and battery current are shown by \((V_{dc})\) and \((I_{b})\). The rms value of phase load voltage \((V_t)\) is 240 volts.

It is observed that under balance and unbalance linear load conditions, the wind generator and hydro generator stator currents \((i_{sw})\) and \((i_{sh})\), and load voltages \((V_L)\) are stable, even load side converter currents \((i_c)\) are balanced. Load voltage magnitude and frequency \((f_L)\) are maintained constant.

2) Results for Solar-Hydro Hybrid System

To this PV-Hydro hybrid system balance load of 60kW active and 30 kvar reactive is connected and system performance is observed. Results are shown in fig.11. It is observed that power generated by Solar generation is 46kW for 1000w/m2 irradiation and power generated by hydro generation is 33kW so total power generated is \((46+33.3)=79.3kW\). Active load connected to system is 60kw so load is supplied by hydro power and solar power and remaining amount of power is stored in battery as generated power is greater than load requirement which is of \((79.3-60)=19.3kW\). At a time we can observe solar and hydro generation currents are balance. Load voltage and frequency are maintained constant.

VII. CONCLUSION

Wind-hydro and solar hydro have ability to complement each other. Two systems are developed for isolated locations. These are three phase four wire autonomous systems. Wind-hydro System performance is observed for balance and unbalance load. Solar-hydro system performance is observed under balance load. Both systems performance satisfactorily having ability of MPT, load balancing and voltage and frequency control of load and filtering zero sequence components of load current.

APPENDIX

1) Battery Specifications: \(C_b = 43.156 \text{ F}, R_{be}=10 \text{ k}\Omega, R_{th}=0.2 \text{ \Omega}, V_{ocmax} = 750 V, V_{ocmin} = 680 V, \text{ Storage}= 600kW.h, L =1mH.\)


3) PI Controllers: Voltage controller: \(K_{pv}=15 \text{ and } K_{iw}=0.05.\)

4) Parameters of 37.3kW 415V 50-Hz Y-connected four-pole SCIG: \(R_s=0.09961 \text{ \Omega}, L_s=0.867 \text{ mH}, R_t=0.058 \text{ \Omega}, L_t=0.867mH, L_m=0.030369 \text{ H}, \text{ and Inertia}=0.4 \text{ kg.m}^2.\)

5) Parameters of 55-kW wind turbine: wind-speed range = 6.0-11.2 m/s, speed range = 43-81 r/min, \(I = 13.5 \text{ kg.m}^2, r = 7.5 \text{ m}, C_{Pmax} = 0.4412, \text{ and } \lambda^* = 5.66.\)

6) Parameters of 55.5kW 415V 50-Hz Y-connected six-pole SCIG: \(R_s =0.059 \text{ \Omega}, \text{ and } L_{smax}=0.867 \text{ mH}.\)
$L_0 = 0.687 \, \text{mH}, \quad R_0 = 0.0513 \, \Omega, \quad L_1 = 0.867 \, \text{mH},$ 
$L_m = 0.0298 \, \text{H}, \quad \text{and Inertia} = 1.5 \, \text{kg.m}^2.$

![Fig.11. Performance of solar-hydro hybrid system with Balance load.](image)
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